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it was called the den-o saga in the u.s., where it began airing on the wb in 1994. for
reasons i don't know, it was also called legend of the space riders. there was a movie

of the same name in the 90s. the series has been dubbed by different companies
such as the saban entertainment dub and the toei dub. both of these dubs are very
different and the saban dub doesn't even list the episodes or dates of the series. in

this movie we are first introduced to a new rider called kamen rider fourze. he is
actually just a normal kid who saves the future kamen riders from the shadow trap,

which is a dimensional wormhole that sucks in evil riders. along with his
assistant/teammate/girlfriend morgana, they defeat the shadow trap, and kamen
rider fourze is left dying. his mother marian then arrives and revives him. she tells
him that she has the power to bring people back from the dead, and she gives him
the den-o. he transforms into kamen rider fourze, but is unable to stop the shadow
trap from shutting down. his mother then tells him to get the four riders from the
other dimensions, since they are the only ones who can beat the shadow trap. he

travels to the past to meet the past riders, and the past kamen riders help him
overcome the shadow trap. kamen rider ooo: kamen rider ooo decade: movie war
core is a three-part film which consists of episodes from the first kamen rider ooo

series. these episodes are also included in the kamen rider ooo dvd/blu-ray box sets.
the main themes of this series are kamen rider ooo's history, kamen rider double's

history, the history of kamen rider zx, the history of the heisei kamen riders, and the
history of the new generation super sentai.
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the kamen rider featured in the film kamen rider w. decade made a cameo
appearance in the film kamen rider w. kamen rider decade ( kamen raid dikeido,

masked rider dcd, masked rider decade). he is one of the "kamen riders" which is the
main characters in the film kamen rider: the next decade. decade is the main

character of the film kamen rider: the next decade. he also appeared in the film
kamen rider w: decade war i. he is depicted as a masked man with long hair and
usually wears a traditional japanese shuka. he is also referred to as d-cider in the

english dub of the film, a play on the phrase "d-cup". the english dub of the kamen
rider w film is known for parodying the film's name. the names of the kamen rider
decade characters are replaced with names that are often used as catchphrases.

most of the series' other characters are also featured in the dub with new voices. in
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addition, the movie's plot is altered in order to get a pg-13 rating. when the clock
strikes midnight, the hikari studio is destroyed by a wave of energy as kamen rider
decade and his friends come out to fight the ants, a rogue group of the kamen rider

decade enemies. as philip returns to the present, he asks everyone to remember
tsukasa's final words to shotaro "you have to be strong. if you are weak, you will
never be able to cross the great divide." as they remember the words, the real

tsukasa returns to the scene. the hikari studio is destroyed by the ants, and a glimpse
of another kamen rider double is seen during the battle. kamen rider decade defeats
a group of ants with his rider form as shotaro watches as the rider war ends and the
other kamen riders' worlds are safe. however, natsumi reveals to shotaro that they
have not yet reached futo, stating that he must now return home. sokichi narumi

emerges from the crowd to the group, telling them that he has been waiting for them
as he takes his leave. 5ec8ef588b
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